
�  

� Pass the toy dinosaur around the circle. Ask the children 
how they might feel if they saw a real dinosaur? 

� looking at the features of a dinosaur paying particular 
focus on the dinosaurs teeth, discussing why they should 
clean their teeth  

� Pretend snow play and using shaving foam as snow 
� Talking about their experiences with snow 
� Discussing the type of clothes we wear in winter e.g. 

hats, coats, scarves and gloves 

 

� imagining ourselves as dinosaurs going 
under and over equipment 

� stomping feet like dinosaurs and waggle  
bottoms like tails and move around the 
room on hands and feet 

� Singing ”five little penguins” and flapping 
their arms as they sing along 

� Playing hide and seek. 
� Playing in the rain 
� Stamping feet in the rain  
� Parachute play 

 
 

Topic of the Week 

Dinosaurs and Winter  

 

� look and discuss pictures of dinosaurs 
� talk about the differences between dinosaurs 
� thinking about sequence of events in stories and saying what 

happened in the beginning, middle and end. 
� Learning new vocabulary and putting in to correct context e.g. 

melting, ice, liquid, solid 
� Discussing winter, snow and hibernation of animals. 
� Making a weather chart/recording weather on a daily basis 
� What clothes we need to wear and why? E.g. wellies, anorak 

 etc. 

 
� I will look at a fiction book about dinosaurs and get 

children to sequence parts of the story in order   
� Pencil control: Tracing around pictures of dinosaurs 
� Read books: “Harry and the Dinosaurs make a Splash” by 

Ian Whybrow and “Penguin” by Polly Dunbar,  
�  Developing cutting skills by creating snowflakes 
� Pencil control: Looking at penguins in books and drawing 

their own penguin 
� Simulating the sound of rain using shakers 
� Singing rhymes about the rain 

 
� Counting the dinosaur’s scales  
� Building snowmen out of building blocks 
� Playing with Jigsaw puzzles based on winter 
� Shape games 
� Cooking Activity- decorating half a cupcake to make 

an umbrella 
� How many wet and dry days we had? 
� Sequencing weather pictures 

                        Islamiat 
 

� Arabic colours  
� Arabic alphabets 
� Discussion on Allah creating different 

seasons. 
� Recap on kalimas, duaas, sunnats and 

tasbeeh  
� Activity on winter 
� Discussion on Allah giving use warm clothes 

to wear Talking about the benefits of rain, 
sun and the wind 
 
 

 

 Personal, social & Emotional Development Physical Development Communication and language 

Literacy Mathematics 

Understanding of the World 

�  
� Putting ice in warm water whilst watching it melt, getting 

the children to describe what’s happening 
� Discussing winter using flash cards. 
� Looking at puddles and ice play 

 
 

                    Expressive Arts and Design 
 

� make dinosaur bones from salt dough 
�  
� Painting snowmen and igloos 
� Designing snowflakes 
� Hat and gloves collage. 
� Decorating pictures of umbrellas 
� Creating colourful windsocks 
� Painting colours to suggest weather/temperature 

 
 

 
 


